Comments on IEEE P802.11bp PAR & CSD

From IEEE 802.1
• These comments are on the PAR and CSD found in:
  • https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/23/11-23-1006-05-0amp-ieee-802-11-amp-sg-proposed-par.docx
  • https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/23/11-23-1212-03-0amp-ieee-802-11-amp-sg-proposed-csd.docx
PAR

• 5.2.b Scope of the project:
  • Suggest rewording the last sentence from “This amendment shall define” to “This amendment defines”.
1.2.1 Broad Market Potential
   - Broad Sets of Applicability
     - Change sentence 4 from: “AMP Communication tackles addresses” to “AMP Communication addresses”

1.2.3 Distinct Identity
   - Change: ultra-low power device which is only powered with extremely low power density (e.g. radio waves with power density of several uW or even lower, etc.).

   to: A ultra-low power device which is only powered with extremely low power density (e.g. radio waves with power density of several uW or even lower, etc.).
• 1.2.5 Economic Feasibility
  • *a) Known cost factors.*
    • *Change extends to extends*